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[VERSE 1]
           D                        G
I've seen mountains move, I've seen giants fall
             Bm                         A
I've watched oceans part in front of me
      D                 G
Every battle won, every miracle 
        Bm                      A
Couldn't    stop my heart from questioning 

[PRE-CHORUS]
   D/F#         G       A
Oh lord help my unbelief
       D/F#             G       A
Through all this You're showing me

[CHORUS]
             Bm
That I need truth instead of answers
         G
I need faith instead of sight  
         D                                   A
I need trust when I can't find the reasons why
         Bm
I need presence over blessings
         G
I need promise over proof
        D                                 A
I need hope instead of healing in my life
        Bm     A       G
What I really need is You

[VERSE 2]
          D                      G
I've seen gardens grow from the desert place
          Bm                     A
I've seen purpose drawn from my pain
           D                          G
There's no tear that falls that isn't met with grace
         Bm                          A 
There's no   suffering here that goes   to waste



[BRIDGE]
                 A
Set my heart on fire 
           Bm
And let it burn away the fear 
                 G     D
of what I don't know
                 A
I don't need the answers 
       Bm                                G
Cuz I trust the one who watching over my soul
             D
He won't let go
                 A
Set my heart on fire 
           Bm
And let it burn away the fear 
                 G     D
of what I don't know
                 A
I don't need the answers 
       Bm                                G
Cuz I trust the one who watching over my soul
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I've seen mountains move, I've seen giants fall I've watched oceans part in front of me Every battle won,
every miracle Couldn't stop my heart from questioning Oh lord help my unbelief Through all this You're
showing me That I need truth instead of answers I need faith instead of sight I need trust when I can't find
the reasons why I need presence over blessings I need promise over proof I need hope instead of healing
in my life What I really need is You I've seen gardens grow from the desert place I've seen purpose drawn
from my pain There's no tear that falls that isn't met with grace There's no suffering here that goes to
waste Set my heart on fire And let it burn away the fear of what I don't know I don't need the answers Cuz
I trust the one who watching over my soul He won't let go Set my heart on fire And let it burn away the
fear of what I don't know I don't need the answers Cuz I trust the one who watching over my soul
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